
957 Pages from a Daughter’s Diary

Play Campaign Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLcR2NqMf-E&index=32&list=PLTz_Hr_xMgYzz15zh4mr7eGvEWOLVLFVa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLcR2NqMf-E&index=32&list=PLTz_Hr_xMgYzz15zh4mr7eGvEWOLVLFVa


A majority of the 330 mn deities in India are goddesses



Yet, a Reuters survey 
ranked India the 4th 

most dangerous country 
for women.



Our constitution recognizes equal 
rights for women, we have more 
women leaders than any other 

country, 

…yet the girl child has a lesser chance to be born than a boy.



We have 943 girls to 1000 boys.

Multiply that to a scale of 1.2 bn, to estimate 
how many million baby girls are exterminated 
every year



6, ,
An estimated 6 million girls were aborted in India over the past decade 

by couples determined to have a son.

Poisoned Buried AliveAbandoned Scooped out of the womb

The practice is more widespread among wealthier, educated families, who are 
able to afford the required prenatal tests/medical interventions.
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If they do win the macabre obstacle 
race to birth, the girl child is :

Less likely to be fed

Less likely to be educated

Less likely to have right over property

Less likely to be educated

Less likely to have a say in her life

More likely to be married of early

More likely to be killed for dowry

More likely to have acid thrown on her

More likely to die during childbirth

More likely to have anaemia

India ranks 130 among 180 countries on Gender Inequality Index.



Our PM appealed, “We should protect the 

Sita of our home and stop discriminating 

between girls and boys.”
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Dainik Jagran set afoot on the long road to 
creating an equal world for ‘half of humanity’.
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The challenge was doing it in a society 
where economics and hunger drive 
decisions, and the girl child was a 

dispensable commodity.



In times 
where rhetoric took over genuine intent, 
where gender wasn’t anybody’s priority, 
where economic growth only strengthened prejudices against the 
girl child, 
……it was time we stirred the conscience of Indians.

What if 
we gave the girl child a vehicle to 
express herself and talk to India 
directly? After all, she had every 

right to a life with dignity

It was a significant leap of faith when we handed over the editorial 
reins of the newspaper to 72 girl children across 21 cities 

on 11th Oct – International Day of the Girl Child.



This was our campaign
“Daughter’s Diary”

Through Daughters’ Diary, we invited 957 girls to write their 
view on status of women in contemporary India

Objectives

Lend a 1st

person voice 

on the gender 

issue

Demonstrate a 

view of the 

world from a 

girl’s 

perspective

Not sell more 

copies, but 

propel Dainik

Jagran as an 

agenda-setting 

newspaper



Women
Empowerment

Environment
Conservation

Water
Conservation

Poverty
Eradication

Healthy
Society

Educated
Society

Population
Management

The programme was in alignment with the 7 principles of Dainik Jagran – it is from 
these that we get our Brand Purpose. 

These Principles are at the core of our editorial philosophy . 
Affirmative action here is linked to the real progress of our nation.

Action in this area was therefore an 
imperative to build any emotional connect 
with people – as this comes straight from 
the brand’s purpose of existence.



What we did?
One month before 11th Oct, we invited 957 girls to write a first person 

account of the world from their view. 

These 957 stories, laid bare the gaping holes in our patriarchal society. 
There were stories of anguish, of silent cries, of unnoticed sacrifices, of 
arbitrary rules, of daily humiliation. But there were stories of hope, of 
ambition, of aspirations, of the supreme power of the human spirit, of 

optimism and the will to change the world. 



Why this day ?

11th Oct is International 

Day of the Girl Child. It 

draws attention towards 

addressing the 

challenges girls face and 

to promote girls’ 

empowerment. An 

investment in realizing 

the power of adolescent 

girls upholds their rights 

today and promises a 

more equitable and 

prosperous future.



What do our daughters expect from 
the city ?

Where is the city placed on the scale 
of their expectations?

How favorable or unfavorable is the 
city’s attitude towards girls?

To know, read “Daughter’s Diary” 
everyday in Dainik Jagran from 

10th September

Campaign ad promoting the special 
column published in Dainik Jagran 



A Few of the 957 stories…..
Education is critical
My dreams & ambitions
Change mindsets, the country will improve
Women will have to fight it on their own
Need to face obstacles
Change mindsets first, then pin hopes on daughters
We will overcome all hurdles
Will become a teacher and give new direction to society
Self confidence is critical to move forward
Society must have confidence on its girls to bring honor to country



From these 957 girls, we 
invited 72 girls from 21 

different cities to be part of 
the newsroom and be the 

Guest Editor for the day on 
11th Oct – the International 

Day of the Girl Child.

On 11th October



The 72 girls trained in our newsrooms and had discussions with the Editorial 
Teams, and created a newspaper from their point view. 



The 72 girls trained in our newsrooms and had discussions with the Editorial 
Teams, and created a newspaper from their point view. 



This is what appeared the next morning



This is what appeared the next morning



This is what appeared the next morning



If we get education, nothing is impossible

Their Headlines tell their story

Our lack of awareness disempowers us

Change you thinking, and change your destiny

Why we asked our full name everywhere ?

Daughters have the will to move ahead, they aren’t getting right nutrition

These girls are no less than any man

Girls are creating new benchmarks

Media should focus on positive stories

Our daughters are bringing fame to the country

Law should be enforced

Right values can change society

We’ve written success stories with the ink of challenges

Let’s hope we will get a day when 
the newspaper has nothing to report 

on crime against women

Our daughters are our pride

From the road to cyberspace, our 
daughters are unsafe

Girls will fight and win

Impossible to imagine society without women



3.3 mn
copies of the newspaper edited by girls 
were out in the market on 11th October 

.

957 Stories
Were also carried in these 3.3 mn

copies over a period of 30 days from 
10th Sep – 10th Oct

52.Mn Readers
The campaign reached out to 52.5 mn

readers of Dainik Jagran across  
campaign markets

Source : IRS, 2017



Impact on Brand

With 70 mn Total Readers
Dainik Jagran was the No.1 newspaper of India as per Indian 
Readership Survey 2017

Dainik Jagran had the Highest
- Brand Awareness Score
- Brand Likeability Score
- Brand Health Score

Source : IRS 2017, Brand Study Dec 2017

Brand Imagery scores move up
- “This newspaper makes me a better citizen” +5%
- “I look forward to getting this newspaper” + 9%
- Brand Preference Score + 3%



We 
demonstrated a 
larger intent on 

the gender 
issue in India

We created a 
platform for the 
girls to directly 

voice their 
opinion on the 

world

It gave the 
girls a certain 

sense of 
empowerment

It amplified 
their voice. 

It signalled that 
investing in the 

girl child is 
investing in 

peace &
prosperity

It was a uniquely fulfilling experiment 
to see the “subject” becoming the 
“spokesperson”

It brought to light the truth 
that India chooses to ignore 

– that economic growth 
does not automatically 

mean gender justice

Intent Opinion

Empowerment

Emp
ower
ment

Voice Direction



Yes, we know change will not happen 

overnight, but the longest, arduous of 

journeys begin with a 1st step – and we 

knew we were on the right path.


